
South African retailers are battling 
soaring costs, environmental 

impacts and an unreliable power supply. 
Becoming energy smart is no longer 
a luxury, it is a necessity. After payroll, 
energy is the biggest cost-centre for 
most stores and retailers. Reducing 
consumption, implementing innovative 
ways to source power, improving 
sustainability and reducing operating 
costs are vital to the survival of your 
business. So, what you can you do? 

In-store lighting 
This a classic catch 22. Excellent  
lighting in a retail space is essential –  
people need to see what they are buying.  
A well-lit area is also more welcoming and can 
be perceived as ‘cleaner’, while lighting is used to 
enhance in-store displays and guide the consumer 
experience. But lighting certainly uses a lot of 
energy. What are your in-store lighting options? 
According to eco-website Sustainable.co.za, LED 
lights can use up to a 10th of the power that 
standard bulbs require. You could also look at solar 
lighting, but keep in mind that solar lights are most 
cost effective when installed as a complete unit. 
With LEDs, you can get the same light, but with 
savings of 40% or more.

In addition to using LEDs, you could also look 
at a smart lighting system, particularly for staff-
only areas. Presence-detection lights utilise small 
motion sensors in the light fitting, switching lights 
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Fuel for thought
Savvy energy savers

on and off as people move in and out of the area. 
These can be controlled via a dashboard accessible 
on a PC, laptop or smartphone. Some systems also 
include usage reports and consumption monitoring. 
It is even possible to centrally control your entire 
in-store lighting system, or systems across several 
stores, to be controlled centrally. Store managers 
can schedule lighting levels to auto-adjust with the 
time of day, or increase the brightness as required. 
If the store has windows or light wells, progressive 
LED controls will also adjust to harvest the natural 
daylight by adjusting their own light levels to a pre-
set standard. “There is no need to shut the light off 
outside of operating hours, because the system is 
auto-scheduled to ensure lighting is only on when 
needed, says Thomas Henken, vice-president 

and director of design at retail design 
firm api(+), in Florida in the US.

An added benefit of LEDs is that they 
have cooler operating temperatures, 
as well as more stable light levels for a 
longer lifespan. They also offer flexibility 
when it comes to in-store lighting, 
which is an added bonus when used 
to enhance food displays and direct 
customer experiences. LED technology 
continues to advance so it’s a good idea 
to do your research before making an 
installation decision.

Sustainable energy in the bakery – 
burners versus electricity

Shane McMeeking, CEO of Macadams 
International, believes that sustainable energy is 
key for South Africa, but agrees that is not an easy 
fix. Replacing electricity-driven machinery with 
burners is a sustainable solution that doesn’t rely 
on Eskom’s failing reliability, but it’s not cheap. 
He says, “Burners require regular services and 
additional extraction to extract exhaust fumes, so 
additional costs would apply.” However, the cost 
of running large generators during load-shedding is 
not insignificant, making this an individual decision 
for each bakery or chain. “Smaller generators that 
can be used to run mixers and proofers are cheaper 
to buy, easier to install as they require less space, 
and also cheaper to run. Solar energy is a potential 
solution here too, but should be considered along-
side the needs of the rest of the store.”
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How to spot different types of lighting
Make sure that you have the most efficient type of lighting installed. The following table will help  

you identify different types of bulbs and whether there might be a more efficient alternative.

Existing lamp type Energy-efficient option Energy saving/benefits Application notes

Tungsten light bulbs Tungsten light bulbs Replace with compact 
fluorescent lamps (CFLs) or LEDs in the same 
fitting

75 – 80% saving plus longer lamp life General lighting – modern LED and CFL 
replacements may also be acceptable for 
display lighting

38mm (T12) fluorescent tubes in switch-start 
fittings

Replace with equivalent 26mm (T8) 
triphosphor fluorescent tubes of lower wattage

Up to 15 – 20% saving plus longer lamp life General lighting, but even better use with 
modern fittings 

High-wattage filament lamps or tungsten 
halogen lamps as used in floodlights

Replace with metal halide, LED, or high wattage 
compact fluorescent lighting

65-75% saving plus longer lamp life Flood lighting and some general lighting 
situations

Mains voltage reflector lamps, filament spot 
and flood types

Replace with LEDs or compact metal halide 
discharge lighting

50-80% saving for equivalent lighting 
performance

Where compact metal halide or LEDs are not 
appropriate the low voltage tungsten halogen 
spotlights can reduce lighting energy use by 
30%, with further savings available by using 
35W infrared coated (IRC) bulbs instead of 
standard 50W bulbs

Fluorescent fittings with the old 2ft 40W, and 
8ft 125W fluorescent lamps

Replace with modern efficient fittings using 
reflectors / louvers or efficient prismatic 
controllers with high-frequency electronic or 
low loss control gear and triphosphor lamps

30-45% saving with much improved lighting 
quality. The use of high frequency electronic 
control gear eliminates flicker, hum and 
stroboscopic effect. 

General lighting

Fluorescent fittings with opal diffusers or 
prismatic controllers which are permanently 
discoloured

Replace with new prismatic controllers or 
replace complete fittings as above

No reduction in energy consumption but 
increases the amount of light by between 30% 
and 60%

General lighting

Source: http://www.psee.org.za

Reducing energy costs in the bakery
In an article entitled Variable Speed Drives: Reducing  
Energy Costs in Bakeries, Eskom suggests using 
Variable Speed Drives (VSDs) to “help optimise 
processes and improve energy efficiency in all the 
phases of industrial baking.” From mixing and pan 
setting to baking, slicing and packaging, VSDs can 
come in handy. It states that, “A VSD, also known 
as a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) or adjustable 
speed drive, is a device that can adjust the 
frequency to regulate and adapt motor speed to 

match the actual demand required by the system 
or application it is driving, resulting in a reduction 
in energy consumption.” Basic and advanced 
VSDs can be retrofitted to existing machinery, 
with advanced units able to be interfaced with 
a computing system, providing real-time operating 
data on the status and performance of a motor.

Technological advances in machinery and controls 
make the monitoring of energy consumption far 
easier. An example of this is the Touch Screen Oven, 
which offers significant savings when compared to 

old-school manual ovens. 
Using CO2 as a natural gas refrigerant is another 

sustainable option that can reduce energy 
consumption and save on operating expenses. 
For smaller businesses that cannot invest in 
a whole new system, recommissioning an existing 
system is a workable solution. By optimising your 
system, you can achieve savings in both energy 
consumption and costs. You can do the same by 
installing high-efficiency EC motor fans in place of 
your old fan system.
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Refrigeration systems can lose as much as 30% efficiency within the first two years of operation – 
monitoring is critical, dependant on age of system, environment, and maintenance.

Refrigeration systems can loose as much as 30% efficiency within the 
first two years of operation – Monitoring is Critical
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System Efficiency and Effectiveness

System efficiency and effectiveness
The efficiency of a refrigeration system is 
dependent on a number of factors, including 
design, installation, temperature adjustment and 
maintenance. 
l Design: Does the equipment match the duty it is 

expected to perform?
l Installation: Has it been installed correctly?
l Temperature adjustment: Incorrect temperature 

control will lead to less than optimal 
performance.

l Maintenance: Regular maintenance means that 
worn or damaged parts are repaired or replaced 
before they cause the unit to fail. 

How do commercial refrigeration units  
lose energy?
Maintaining and monitoring your unit ensures that 
it is running at peak performance. Regular cleaning 
of the evaporator and condenser coils reduces the 
load on the compressor and minimises the risk of 
failure, while dirty condenser coils mean your unit 
has to work harder to maintain the temperature 
inside, which uses more energy in the process. 
Worn gaskets, hinges, door handles or faulty seals 
cause cold air to leak from the unit, forcing the unit 
to use more electricity. Temperature settings and 
defrost frequency should also be checked regularly 
and adjusted if necessary. 

Danie de Beer, Regional Manager at Emerson, 
says there are a number of improvements that can 
be made to a refrigeration system over time to 
improve its efficiency…

l Compressor designs (transition from Semi 
Hermetic to Scroll Technology is one example)

l The use of modulating suction pressure
l Floating condensing pressure control
l Adoption of electronic valve technology
l Improving the efficiency of fans, evaporator coils 

and condensers

l Heat reclaim from condensers
l Adaptive / smart defrosting
l Adoption of more efficient and / or natural 

refrigerants
l Doors fitted onto refrigerated cabinets
l Adoption of LED lights

If a store was not using any of the above measures, and then took the decision  
to implement these technology / design improvements, it would be possible  

to achieve over 40% savings on your refrigeration plant
Danie de Beer, Regional Manager at Emerson ““
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Cabinet and plant efficiency
Thanks to recent innovations in cabinet design 
and production, you can show off your produce 
to its best advantage whilst also reducing energy 
costs. For example, part of the Woolworths Good 
Business Journey includes greening their stores. 
Aiming to increase sustainability while also 
reducing costs, the business has made several 
important changes to their stores. 

Their new cold-display doors (imported from the 

Netherlands and fitted by Colcab) have resulted in 
energy savings of up to 40% per cabinet. 

They also use CO2  gas for refrigeration as it is 
a cleaner refrigerant that poses no harm to the 
environment. In addition, the stores utilise heat 
reclaimed from the refrigeration plant for warming 
up the store, especially the floors around the fridge 
areas. 

Research has shown, however, that island and 
coffin-type displays are still preferred by lower LSM 

shoppers. Feedback suggests that this is because 
lower LSM shoppers need their frozen produce 
to survive lengthy taxi drives without defrosting 
significantly, meaning this type of cabinet is still 
heavily in use. 

Solar energy
South Africa is a prime candidate for harnessing 
solar power. However, despite rising popularity, 
costs can still be prohibitive as retailers require 
a significant amount of power provided by top-
quality systems. 

Retrofitting a solar power system can also 
require a fairly substantial outlay. Despite this, 
solar power is gaining traction in the retail space 
globally. Makro made headlines when they 
covered several of their store parking lots with 
solar panels last year. As reported on ITWeb.co.za 
(Sept. 2019): “Nesa Investment Holdings, a local 
renewable energy fund that invests in commercial 
and industrial-scale renewable energy systems, 
acquired the portfolio of Makro’s carport solar 
photovoltaic (PV) systems, located at various stores 
countrywide.”

Meanwhile In the UK, Tesco has signed up to 
power their stores using solar and wind power, 
obtained from five onshore windfarms, a solar 
farm, and solar panels installed at 187 of their 
store locations. In the US, Ikea, Whole Foods, Kohl’s, 
Johnson & Johnson, and Walmart all rely heavily on 
solar power. As a reliable, sustainable, eco-friendly 
and ultimately cost-effective source of energy,  
it is certainly worth investigating.
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Staff training and education is key.  

It is important that staff understand how 

to be energy efficient in-store as well as at 

home, and they should be educated about 

why energy efficiency is so important. Clear 

processes must be put in place to help staff 

conserve energy and reduce waste. Sustainable 

practices should be implemented along 

with the necessary education regarding the 

environment and why sustainability is so 

important. Posters and diagrams in all relevant 

areas, campaigns that call for action, and 

rewards-based incentives are all good ways to 

encourage staff participation.

Staff trainingAdvances in generators
Gone are the days of noisy generators pumping out 
noxious fumes. Today your generator of choice is 
powerful, quiet, and efficient. Whether you choose 
a petrol or diesel-powered generator is up to you, 
but according to Newtontech – a technologies 
company that designs and develops generator sets 
– there are several factors you need to consider in 
order to find the best generator set for your needs. 
l Single or three-phase
l The amps needed to start and run your 
appliances
l Industrial or commercial use
l Noise levels – where will the generator be 
situated
l Does it need to stationary or mobile?

Stainless steel tanks mean that as long as you 
are using clean fuel, you will have cleaner power 
as there is no rust, while quieter exhaust systems 
drastically cut down on noise pollution. Your choice 
in terms of power output and run time has also 
significantly increased as generator technology 
improves. Cost will be determined by your power 
needs, the brand you choose, and how you set your 
system up. Weighing the benefits of a generator 
set up against the cost is no small task – the bigger 
and better the generator, the more expensive it’s 
going to be. But with no end to load-shedding yet 
in sight, installing a new generator or upgrading 
your old one is a necessity and not a nice-to-have. 
The good news is that thanks to South Africa’s 
electricity woes, there are a number of reliable 

companies that can assist with everything from 
identifying your power needs and choosing a 
system, to installation and set-up, preventative 
maintenance, and even remote monitoring.

Building energy controls  
and integrated energy management
Smart buildings are powered by the Internet of 
Things, with HVAC&R (heating, ventilation, air 
conditioning and refrigeration), lighting, leak 
detection, parking capacity, water and power 
consumption all monitored, recorded and 
controlled from a central point. Easy-to-use 
dashboards are available for PCs, laptops and 
even smartphones, meaning you can monitor and 
control everything from a single site to a national 
system of stores, from anywhere and at any time – 
as long as you’ve made a plan for load shedding.

Proactive rather than reactive
The best way to manage load-shedding, rising 
energy costs and sustainability to is plan, prepare 
and strategize proactively, investigate your options

and prioritise your require-
ments. Look at where

your store needs urgent attention and focus on 
those areas first. Energy is a controllable cost. 
Identify what equipment uses the most energy 
in your store; understand how energy-using 
equipment is controlled; and identify opportunities 
for savings. You’ll improve your profitability, 
decrease CO2 emissions, implement savings and 
reduce your impact on the environment.

Sources:
www.sustainable.co.za
A greener bottom line with sustainable store lighting,  
Bob Ingram, 02/07/2020, https://progressivegrocer.com
www.itweb.co.za
www.solarpowerauthority.com
www.eskom.co.za/sites/idm/EnergyAdvisory/Documents/
ASVSDBakeriesBrochure.pdf
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CASE CLOSED
Energy Saving Solutions

Glacier Door Systems has introduced the Air Shield (‘Close the Case’) Glass Door retrofit 
solution for refrigerated supermarket display cases, as well as the Eco Leaf Replacement 
Glass Door for existing glass door freezer rooms and glass door freezer display cabinets. 
Both solutions guarantee energy-savings in an ever-increasing energy cost environment.
Part of the well-established Universal Industries Group, Glacier has 26 years’ experience 
and are acknowledged industry leaders in refrigeration door technology. Innovative and 
forward-thinking, the company is built on cutting-edge technology, technical expertise 
and a customer-centric approach. 

The value benefit
l High-quality locally manufactured 

solutions featuring the latest energy-
saving technology.

l Demonstrated good pay back periods 
can be expected.

l Customised solutions to suit your store.
l ISO 9001 accredited factory.
l Safety toughened glass in accordance 

with SABS/SANS certification.
l Flexible installation timing to offset 

any customer disruption.
l Financing options available.

You can trust a Glacier doorAir Shield Glass Doors 
Features and Benefits
l Double glazed glass doors with Argon gas fill 

for superior insulation.
l Glass durability and clarity with torsion bar 

for positive closing.
l Glass door heating option for high humidity 

environments.
l Glass doors available with hold open 

brackets and LED lighting options.
l Flex modelling means glass panels are 

customised to fit existing cabinets and 
are tailored to suit each store’s specific 
environment.

Air
Shield
Glass
Doors

Note: The value proposal is based on R1.31 per kWh and 40% energy saving. 
These are averages based on our experience and can be validated per store.

A quick and easy energy-saving retrofit 
solution, Air Shield Glass Doors can be fitted 
to any existing open refrigeration case, 
saving up to 40% on energy consumption.
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For product enquiries 011 613 8120
sales@glacierdoors.co.za | www.glacierdoors.co.za

CASE CLOSED
Energy Saving Solutions

ECO
LEAF

FREEZER
DOORS

Eco Leaf Freezer Doors
Designed as a ‘swop-out’, energy-saving 
replacement glass door utilising 220V technology 
that eliminates the need for voltage-reducing 
capacitors. This results in an amperage reduction 
from 1.29A on the standard door to 0.46A (64%) 
with the replacement Eco Leaf Door.

The Eco Leaf door is 64% more efficient than 
the standard door. The value proposal is based 
on R1.31 per kWh and 64% energy saving. 
These are averages based on our experience 
and can be validated per store. 
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Heating, ventilation and  
air conditioning equipment 
l Age and condition of boiler or other source of heat
l Has the system been serviced in the last 

12 months?
l Are radiators fitted with Thermostatic Radiator 

Valves (TRVS)?
l Are filters and grills clean and maintained?
l Are motors and pumps fitted with variable speed 

drives?
l Is it feasible to install high-efficiency fans?
l Are you using waste heat from your refrigeration 

plant to heat other areas?

Heating, ventilation and air conditioning controls 
l Are there any areas of over- or under-heating?
l Have timers been set to match the hours of 

occupancy?
l Check set points and “dead-bands” (the gap 

between when heating switches off and when air 
conditioning switches on)

l Is there a risk of heating and cooling operating in 
the same area?

l Are any unoccupied areas being heated?
l Are windows and doors often left open in 

conditioned spaces?

Building infrastructure
l Is the roof insulated to modern thermal standards?
l Are windows double-glazed or fitted with 

secondary glazing?
l Are there any uninsulated walls?
l Are there any air leaks at windows and doors or 

other openings?
l Do all exterior doors close automatically and 

quickly?

Energy checklist

Hot water 
l Age and condition of water heating equipment
l Has the timer been set to match occupancy?
l Are the hot water cylinder and valves fully 

insulated?
l Are all hot water distribution pipes insulated?
l Have energy saving taps and shower heads been 

fitted?

Lighting: lamps 
l Are there any areas of over-or under-lighting?
l Are there any tungsten lamps still in use – e.g. in 

desk lights?
l Have T12 fluorescent lamps been replaced by T8 or 

T5 lamps or LED luminaires?
l Can halogen lamps be replaced by LED versions?
l Can light output be reduced in any exterior lamps?

Lighting: control
l Are there any unused areas being lit?
l Can occupancy sensors control intermittently used 

areas?
l Can daylight sensors be fitted to lights adjacent to 

windows?
l Are windows and skylights cleaned regularly?
l Are manual switches accessible and clearly 

labelled?

l Is there a switch-off policy in place?
l Are all exterior lights controlled by timers or 

daylight sensors?

Other equipment 
l Does all IT equipment have energy saving features 

enabled?
l Is all other equipment switched off when not in use?
l Is all refrigeration equipment A-rated or better?
l Do refrigeration units utilise night blinds where 

necessary?
l Are vending machines and coolers fitted with 

timers?
l Is there a switch-off policy in place?
l Are all exterior lights controlled by timers or 

daylight sensors?
l Have you recommissioned or initiated preventative 

maintenance on relevant systems?

Controls
l Is there a centralised control system to monitor 

and control energy consumption, machinery usage, 
lighting and HVAC?

l Is there a reliable leak detection system in place?

Generators
l Have you ensured you are running the most 

efficient generator for your power needs in terms 
of phases, start-up and running amps, power output 
required, and acceptable noise levels?

l Has your generator been serviced in the last 
12 months?

Staff training
l Is there an ongoing staff training programme in 

place?
l Are staff aware of energy saving protocols?  

Is all information easily available  
and understood? SR
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Emerson ZX unit 
Supermarket applications for Energy saving
Emerson ZX condensing units are a good 
choice when the following considerations 
are required:

l Outdoor units with no plantroom
l Plug-and-play system design to work in 

ambient conditions of up to 48°C. 
l Quick lead time, off the shelf availability.
l Equipment to be as efficient as possible 

seeing as electricity cost has a significant 
impact on the daily operational cost of 
a business. 

l Additionally, it is important that 
refrigeration equipment is easy to 
maintain. Emerson’s ZX condensing units 
with CoreSense™ technology deliver 
real-time diagnostics, protection and 
communication to prevent downtime, 
and ensure the units are optimized and 
running at full capacities.

l Affordability and competitive pricing 
against other available products in the 
market. Emerson ZX condensing units 
are very competitively priced for their 
efficiencies offered and its plug-n-play 
outdoor design will save costs on the 
initial installation as there is no need for 
expensive plantrooms. 

System description 
Emerson’s large capacity ZX refrigeration 
condensing units are specifically designed for 
medium temp and low temp applications with 
digital modulated variable capacity control. 

The 16 HP unit is supplied with a tandem 
Copeland Scroll configuration with built in oil 
management and integrated pre-failure system 
diagnostics and compressor protection. 

The Copeland Digital ZX units have a modulation 
range that spans from 10% to 100% thereby 

matching the changing load conditions and 
reducing energy consumption.

By using Copeland Scroll compressor technology, 
variable condenser speed fan motors, a large 
condenser coil, and advanced control algorithms, 
energy consumption is significantly reduced.

Emerson’s ZX units feature significant and 
advanced energy saving technology such as 
optimised control capability; digital capacity 
control; and enhanced vapour injection (EVI).

Tel: 011 620 0300
Email: enquiry@metraclark.co.za | www.metraclark.co.za

Contact your local Metraclark branch for further details and enquiries.


